[Analysis of the amino acid changes of the hemagglutinin of H5 avian influenza virus].
We introduced 38 single-point amino acid changes into the hemagglutinin (HA) protein of the reassortmented A/Duck/Mongolia/54/01 (H5N2) strain by a PCR random mutation method. The percentage of amino acid changes on the HA domain that did not abrogate hemadsorption activity was calculated to be 89%. Changes in the amino acids of the HA2 domain were observed to be about half of those in the HA1 domain of these mutants. We assumed that amino acid changes in the HA1 domain afforded more flexibility in maintaining the functions of the HA protein than did those in the HA2 domain. Changes at two positions allowed the mutants to have same characteristics with respect to HA function despite the difference in the substituted amino acid. The results suggested that the effect on hemadsorption activity of an amino acid change on the HA protein primarily depends on the position rather than the species of substituted amino acid. An amino acid change at residue 122 from Trp to Arg and 179 from His to Arg resulted in the loss of hemadsorption activity of the HA protein. Site 122 is near the antibody binding site A, and site 179 is in the receptor binding domain (RBD) of HSHA. So that we suggest residue position 179 or 122 is very important to maintain the structure of RBD or antigenic site of H5HA. Position 4 in HA1 changed from Cys to Arg and position 148 in HA2 changed from Cys to Tyr also resulted in the loss of hemadsorption activity of the HA protein. Cys plays an important role in maintaining the structure of HA protein by means of S-S bonds. 3 potential glycosylation sites (Asn-X-Ser/Thr) were lost in our experiment that did not lose the hemadsorption activity of HA. Some interesting positions need to be analyzed more finely. Some amino acid changes identified in vitro experiment may serve as molecular markers for assessing the pandemic potential of H5N1 field isolates.